[Methodological studies on the immunologic determination of proconvertin (factor VII)].
The influence of the different determinations of factor VII activities on the determination of the concentrations of the immunoreactive factor VII in the neutralizing test according to Good-Night were re-examined. The measurement of activity was performed with Seitz filtered cattle plasma as a complex proof of factor VII and X and with a specific artificial deficiency plasma. The examinations had the following results: In the plasma of healthy grown-up people there is a considerable, apparently physiologic range of dispersion of the immunoreactive concentration of factor VII within its normal activity which can be traced irrespective of the used measurements of activity. In plasma samples with a decreased activity of factor VII the values of measurement of the complex evidence will surpass those of the specific determination. The extent of neutralizing the activity in factor VII is not only dependent on the antibody concentration, but will mostly depend on the antibody-antigen relation. The findings obtained prove that the natural deficiency plasma of factor VII used in the original method of Goodnight can be replaced by an artificial substrate plasma.